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A few remarks on the Neo-Punic text from Wadi Freshiha, Libya!

K.Jongeling

Some eight years ago, Elmayer ("##$) discussed the then recently found Neo-
Punic text found in the Wadi Freshiha, some %# km southeast of Lepcis Magna
(fig. xx). It is a dedicatory inscription, probably commemorating the building of
a sanctuary formylktʾrṣ, a goddess hitherto unattested, at least not under this
name. 
With regard to both form and style, as well aspalaeography, the text shows

some resemblance to Labdah N !# (fig. xxi), also a building inscription for a di-
vinity described with an epithet containing the wordʾrṣ.The form and style of
the letters are comparable to those found in officialesque Neo-Punic texts from
Labdah–Lepcis Magna, although, perhaps, just a little bit less well formed, and
especially not as well outlined horizontally. We read the text, as much as possi-
ble, in the following manner:"

lʾlm hrznt mylkt ʾrṣ bnʾ # For the god, the princess, Milḵaṯ-Arṣ, built
mqdš n/tʿmbʿl mq?m --t/n wlkd/rwʿ bʿlt " the sanctuaryNambal ?? and forKorwa, the

lady
y?t?dpbʾhʿrṣt ʿy? ----ʿpḥ?tbh---r- % ?
p? ʾ? nm-dlʾ --wbʾ---------h + ?
lʾt? ṣ--lr/hʾ/g m-ʾrt/nʾst/n------lbʿh? , ?
ʿ?dr mqm--bt btṣtm b?t?m? -b? ʾbšt - ?? completely at his own expense?? in the

year of
špṭm ʿbdmlqrt hr/dqn/t wmʾn bn ʿnʾ hglb. the suffetesAbdmelqart, the miller, andMān

the son of Anno, the barber.

Remarks
Line #
We mainly follow the first editor in his interpretation of this line.The only
other attestation ofʾlm to indicate a goddess is to be found inKAI +$, and this
text shows that this use has endured for a very long time, despite the existence
of the word ʾlt. 
–hrznt:We suppose that the same word is used to describe a divine being in
KAI !+, (= Hr Maktar N -+), and, according to the present author, inKAI !-" (=
Constantine N ,#); in both instances in the masculine form rzn.%
–mylkt ʾrṣ can be explained, as the first editor did, as “Queen of the Land,” or,
rather, as “Queen of the Earth;” cf. Labdah N !#, which commences:lʾdn lʾl qn
! We dedicate this article to Professor Krahmalkov, because, although we are unable to follow his
interpretations of Neo-Punic and related texts in many instances, he has done much to bring these
texts to theattention of numerous scholars and others. For Neo-Punic texts referred to by N num-
bers, see HNPI.
" A supra-linear question mark (?) indicates that the reading of the preceding sign is uncertain; a
slash between two letters indicates that two different readings are possible (t/n; r/d); a hyphen indi-
cates a sign of which the reading is undecided, and where several hyphens follow each other, this
indicates, tentatively, the number of unreadable signs.
% Note that the same word occurs in Phoenician, inKAI "-, where it, however, denotes a human
prince.
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rʾṣ bnʾ wʾyqdš…, “for the lord, to El the creator of the earthNN built and consec-
rated …”;mylkt (/mĭlḵaṯ/)is, most probably, a feminine counterpart ofmlk,
‘king’; in this spelling, it is attested as the theophoric element in the personal
nameʾḥtmylkt, in texts from Hr Maktar.+ In case there is a direct correspon-
dence between these two texts, one wonders whether both start with the same
construction: preposition (l-/l-) + descriptor of the divine being (ʾlm/ʾdn) + di-
rect information about this divine being (hrznt/ʾl) + epithet (mylkt ʾrṣ/qn ʾrṣ);
the difference lies in the repetition of the prepositionl beforeʾl, and, therefore,
the use of the common nounrznt cannot be invoked tochange the traditional
translation El into ‘god.’,
–bnʾ is, of course, the %rd m.s. suffix conjugation Qal of the verbbny; the form
ending in [-ʾ] is attested both for the singular (/-ō/) and plural (/-ū/).

Line ,
The first word of line " was read asmqdš, which seems to be the most probable
solution.- The word followingmqdšcan be readn/tʿmbʿl, a personal name, as
did the initial editor.The namenʿmbʿl is otherwise unattested, but the forma-
tion is known from names construed withnʿm- + theonym/divine epithet such
asnʿm ʾl andnʿmgdʾ, the first one being attested in Phoenician, the second one
in Punic..
It is perhaps possible to read the next word asmqm, yet note, however, the

difference in style of the [q] in this word, and the second grapheme of this line.$
The signs following are, at least in the photograph, unreadable, which makes
the interpretation of mqm impossible.
The last few signs begin withwl-, which seemingly introduces a second di-

vinity, especially since this letter sequence is followed by the epithetbʿlt.The
divine name was read askrwʿ by Elmayer, which name he rendered with Perse-
phone, pointing tokrwʾ inCIS I ,7$., which has been explained as a loan from
Greek�����, >����, i.e.Ceres;7 both the reading and the interpretation are not
impossible, though it should be noted that, as far as we remember, no building
inscription describes the consecration of a building to two different divinities in
+ Hr Maktar N %", %+; the fact that the name occurs with -y- must be taken into account when
considering the idea of infixed -y- as discussed by the present author (Jongeling !7$+, +"-++).
, ʾl qnʾrṣis of course known i.a. from the Hebrew Bible (e.g. Gn  !+:!7) and the HittiteElkunirša
(KUB%-.%, I =ANET -#.); cf. e.g. Miller !7$# and Singer "##.. MightMilḵaṯ-Arṣhave been seen as
the consort of the former in the Punic world?
- At first we supposed that, thed being less distinct, the readingmqm for the first three signs
should at least be considered; readingmqm one might read the next two signs asst, the demonstra-
tive well-known in Punic, and in that case, one could read the following personal name asʿmbʿl;
this name may be explained as a combination of the divine epithetbʿl, preceded byʿm, attested in
Punic in names such as ʾlʿm and ʿmyyhn, signifying ‘paternal uncle, kinsman,’ e.g. Arabic �� /ʿamm/,
cf. Benz !7.", %.7. In this case, one could also think of ʿm with the meaning ‘people’ (re. Hebrew � ��),
supposing that the building activity was the result of a collective decision by the people of a place
mentioned, as e.g. ʿm ʾlpqy in Labdah N !7, ""; however, a toponym beginning withbʿlwould be
somewhat unusual (though note the existence of a Punic sanctuary known in the Roman period as
(Mons) Balcarnensis,modern-day Jebel Boukornine); a combination ofʿm andbʿl, which then has to
be explained as a plural construct, meaning ‘the people, the masters of …,’ is, as far as we know, not
attested hitherto. 
. Cf. Benz, 362. 
$ Compare in the overview of the Neo-Punic signs at the end of this article, p. 162 figure xxii: for
the form ofq we have to suppose then, looks similar to the one attested in Hr Brighita N ! (see
column -) or Hr Maktar N !! (see column $), as against the form with the longer downstroke (cf. the
beginning of this line mqdš).
7 Cf. Lipiński !77,, %.+-%.,.
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two separate clauses, as seems to be the case here, especially since we see no
reason to suppose that the “princess,”Milḵaṯ-Arṣ, andKorwa, the “lady,” are the
same divine being. Note also that, again in case the reading is correct, the refer-
ences to the two divinities are in different order, the first one an ordinary noun,
an epithet, followed by a combination interpreted as a name, and the second
one a name, followed by an ordinary noun used as en epithet.
The wordsbtṣtm btm, in line -, most probably form the final dedicatory

clause indicating by whom the sanctuary was built, and a conclusion in this
type of text, rendering the year in which the building took place, is not entirely
anomalous.This leaves us with the supposition that the lines in between give a
more complete overview of the building activities commemorated. However, a
reading and interpretation of the next three lines is hardlypossible; the render-
ing of these three lines by the first editor are, in our opinion, less probable. 

Line /
The first sign in this line can be read asy, followed byt, or, by combining these
two signs, asṣ. The next two signs can be read asd followed byp. Then a b, fol-
lowed by a sign first sight reminiscent ofʾ, though which might be ag.The
reading of the following word(?),hʿrṣt, seems more or less certain.Then follows
.ʿThe next sign, if depicted correctly by us, is not readily identifiable as a Neo-
Punic grapheme. Nonetheless, it looks more or less like the letter read asy in
the word yqr in Qalat Abi s-Siba N ! (KAI !-,). The following three of four signs
are illegible.Then follow pʿ.The next sign, of only half-height, might be an
example of the shortened form ofḥ, composed of just three short strokes, al-
though this remains highly debatable.The following signs,tbh, are more or less
clear in the photograph.The next five signs are indistinct, apart from the last
but one, which most probably should be read asr. We are unable to propose
any interpretation.

Line 0
In this line, almost nothing can be read with any certainty.The first sign looks
like p, but itcould also be ab, with its head missing.The next signs can be read
asʾnm, however, instead ofʾ, a readingg must not be excluded. Followingm,
we read after an indistinct signdlʾ, and, after at least two unreadable signs,wbʾ.
Subsequently, there is room for ten or eleven signs, and the last signof this line
may be an h.

Line -
Of the fifth line, only a few signs at the beginning and at the end are preserved.
Although a bit short for anʾ, we follow the first editor in his reading of the first
word(?) asʾlt, yet the next sign looks rather like anṣ. After two or three indis-
tinct signs, we read lr/hʾ/g.Then, strangely enough, there then seems to be a
small space, followed bym-ʾrt/nʾst/n------lbʿh?. Again, we are unable to propose
a translation, of even a single word.

Line 1
At the beginning of line -, Elmayer readʿdr, which is not impossible, although
the first sign might rather be anr, or evenb.Then, we readmqm, as did the
first editor.The following two signs are lost, then, most probablybt btṣtm. Note
that btṣtm is attested several times, always with the possessive suffix %ms-m; in
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at least one instance of this expression, the reference is without doubt to a plu-
rality and in that case the form isbtṣtnm.!# Followingbtṣtm one expectsbtm,
but we are rather uncertain about this reading. Following an uncertain sign, we
see the downstroke of what looks like ab, but which might be, eventually,p.
The line ends withʾ bšt, although there is perhaps room for another sign before
the ʾ.

Line 2
Although the quality of the stone at the beginning of line . is less than one
would like, the reading špṭm cannot be in doubt, although the last two signs are
indistinct, nor the name following,ʿbdmlqrt.The name is not followed by the
patronym, but by the articleh-, indicating that the subsequent word denotes
some occupation. We are inclined to readhd/rqn, instead ofhršt, as read by the
initial editor and explained as ‘chief.’ As the length of the downward stroke of
the sign followingh is uncertain, one may read eitherd orr;dqn might be ex-
plained as a derivation of the rootdqq, ‘to grind’'daqqān possibly used with a
meaning comparable to Arabic �����daqqāq, ‘grinder, flour merchant,’ leading us
to a tentative translation ‘miller, mill-owner.’!! The next name remains without
explanation,!" but the name of the father ofmʾn,ʿnʾ(/annō/), is undoubtedly a
spelling variant of the well-known nameḥnʾ, a hypocoristic form of Hannibal
(=Annobal). Furthermore, concerning the occupation of the second suffete, we
do not doubt the readinghglb, ‘the barber,’ although thel is not in the same
style as e.g. the lameds in the first line. It is interesting to note that the occupa-
tion of barber, possibly in a cultic capacity, was probably not an inferior one in
the Phoenico-Punic world, as the word is attested several times, both in Phoen-
ician and in Punic.!% 

☙❧
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! = Punic (for comparison)
" = Chia N !
% = Ras el-Hadagia N !
+  left = Guelma N !7 
right= Guelma N texts cited

, = Cherchel N !
- = Hr Brighita N !
. = Al-Qusbat N !
$ = Hr Maktar N texts cited
7 = Constantine N texts cited
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